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DLIFLC Recipient of the 2011 CHEA Award
The Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) has announced that the Defense Language
Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) is one of the winners of the 2011 CHEA Award for
Outstanding Institutional Practice in Student Learning Outcomes. DLIFLC was recognized as "the foreign
language teaching institution of the U.S. military" which "focuses on enhancement of language skills of
military and non-military personnel."
Female Provincial Council Members Take First trip to Now Zad
―The purpose of the trip was to bring the female provincial council members out to the district and meet
with the population they represent and serve,‖ said 1st Lt. Alexandra Z. Bedell, the female engagement
team officer in charge with RC Southwest. Not only did the group travel and speak with women and
children at the local school and clinic, they held a women’s shura and spoke at a reintegration shura.
Marine recounts time with female engagement team
Langer, a 21-year-old native of River Falls, Wis., returned to the states Oct. 14, 2010, and came back to
the air station Dec. 4, 2010, after an eight-month deployment to Marjah in Helmand Province,
Afghanistan, in support of operations there. The FET is a milestone in United States Armed Forces
history, as it has integrated females into infantry units, and for the first time combat the enemy. While
females in the field are not new, the Lioness Program, which has females posted at key checkpoints in
Iraq and Afghanistan, could be seen as the FET's precursor-the FET expands a woman's role in country.
"The key difference (between the FET and Lioness Program) is we're more engaged with the locals, and
not as much searching," said Langer. "We're there to create rapport with the locals and our male
Marines."
Why the BBC's old guard called time on the Wibbly Wobbly Web
So the BBC is slimming down, in response to government pressure. The World Service is to lose five of
its foreign-language services, and a quarter of its staff. And BBC Online's budget will be cut by a quarter
to £103m and the unit will lose 360 staff, at the same time as it embarks upon a radical "redesign" of the
website and its navigation. Introducing these developments, the corporation's director general explained
that the hatchet-work was part of a broader strategy to do "fewer things better". The changes to BBC
Online would, he maintained, make the corporation's web services "more focused and more valuable".
Sunnyvale, Cupertino children pick up new languages after school
In the home of 5-year-old Lila Phay and her 7-year-old sister Jade, speaking French and English fluently
and Vietnamese moderately and understanding some Cambodian is the norm. With a French mother and
Vietnamese father, the Cherry Chase Elementary students are growing up immersed in world cultures.
Aware of the importance in developing foreign language skills at an early age, Aude Phay--an avid
member of French parent groups--wondered how her two daughters' passion for the language could be
incorporated in their educational routine at Cherry Chase and in sharing the experience with their
classmates. With the help of French Education in the Bay Area, the first French after-school class in the
district was created. Since spring of 2009, the program has taught more than 100 students. That same
year, Cumberland Elementary School developed Mandarin and Spanish after-school classes, teaching
nearly 200 students to date.
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The National Imperative for Language Learning
Global competence is an area where most American classrooms are falling short. Consider a class of
children entering kindergarten in the United States. While their classes may include students from around
the world, global issues and cultures will not be regularly woven into their schoolwork. They will probably
study only one language—English—until high school, even though they would learn a second language
far more easily if they began in elementary school. Meanwhile, 20 out of 25 industrialized countries start
teaching world languages in grades K-5, and 21 countries in the European Union require nine years of
language study. International business leaders are warning that American graduates may be technically
competent but are increasingly culturally deprived and linguistically illiterate compared with graduates
from other countries competing for the same jobs. It is not simply the case that other nations’ global
competitiveness is enhanced by their workers’ proficiency in a specific language, but rather that their
young people gain a competitive and cognitive advantage by their access to the remarkable skill set that
comes with being multilingual. Research and experience show convincingly that language learning makes
students better in the basics—both math and literacy—and it is high time that Americans were no longer
bound by their linguistic limits.
Alabama's Role In Building A More Language Capable Air Force
When the U.S. military isn't in combat, it's sometimes called upon for humanitarian efforts. One of the first
obstacles to aid is the language barrier, and a program operating here in Alabama is trying to resolve that
problem. Alabama Public Radio's Ryan Vasquez has more on the Language Enabled Airmen Program.
English Language Institute garden offers fresh-grown taste of home
The University of Delaware's English Language Institute (ELI) helps to improve the English language
skills of scores of students each year, some who are seeking a U.S. degree, others who need English for
jobs in their home countries. The institute's host families, International Culture Club and other programs
work to alleviate culture shock.
MyPLT Awarded Contract to teach Languages for the United States Air Force
MyPLT is pleased to report good progress in its project to teach Languages to members of the United
States Air Force. The USAF Students are generally Advanced level in the Language, many having
completed an intensive residential course at the Defense Language Institute in Monterrey, California.‖
Said David Talbot, CEO of MyPLT. ―The concern is that after the residential course, the Students return
to their Base, and may have nobody to practice with. The MyPLT instructional method - remote Tutors
using Skype – is ideal for this situation. Students can connect with their native-speaking Tutors from
anywhere.‖
Lansing schools' Chinese program goes beyond learning the language
Students are slowly picking up on the language's tone, characters and words, teacher Fan Yang said.
"Most of the students are beginners," said Yang, who arrived in the U.S. from China for the first time last
week. "Chinese is a completely different language and it's always hard to learn in the first few weeks.‖
Yang teaches six Chinese classes, each with between 23 and 27 students, he said. The district currently
also offers a Chinese immersion program at Post Oak Elementary School, and will expand classes
through 12th grade in the next few years, officials said.
CSAF cites importance of joint approach to enhancing language skills
Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Norton Schwartz speaks at the Department of Defense Language and
Culture Summit on Jan. 26, 2011, in Alexandria, Va. General Schwartz told the audience that the best
way the U.S. armed forces will achieve the necessary level of language skills and cultural competencies
is through a holistic joint and interagency approach.
Ala. Leads the Effort to Train Generals in Culture and Language
As the responsibilities of the United States military change, so do those of the many officers responsible
for operations overseas. The Air Force Culture and Language Center at Maxwell Air Force Base in

Montgomery is leading this change in training. Alabama Public Radio’s Ryan Vasquez tells us how a
program in Alabama is helping generals become more culturally aware before they deploy.
It's not about vocabulary: A foreign language helps people live another culture
Though many people repeat the misconception that learning a language in adolescence is easier, it might
simply be a different style of learning, said Kara Morgan-Short, professor of Spanish and linguistics at the
University of Illinois-Chicago. Morgan-Short said that language learning mechanisms are currently being
debated. Scientists are studying whether adults learn languages in the same way as children, or if adults
must learn language as they learn other general skills, such as riding a bike.
More on Foreign Language Decline in Schools
Despite budget cuts to foreign language programs at many U.S. schools, the study of Mandarin has
jumped by almost 200 percent in three years, according to a recent study funded by the U.S. Department
of Education. Still, the study also found that just 32 percent of students in grades 6 to 12 nationwide are
enrolled in a foreign language program, leaving the U.S. behind many countries. (In the European Union,
for example, 94 percent of secondary level students study a language other than their native tongue.)
BBC World Service Foreign Language Services Slashed
The BBC World Service will cut five full foreign language services and seven foreign language radio
services to meet the tough settlement received in the UK Government Spending Review. In a statement
today (January 26, 2011), the BBC confirmed the loss of more than 480 jobs at BBC World Service. The
cuts will produce net savings of £46m by April 2014.
Do baby DVDs help babies learn?
A recent study says that young children do not actually learn from baby DVDs that market themselves as
educational tools. The researchers also found that parents who liked the DVD tended to overestimate
how much their children learned from it. The study was published recently in the journal Psychological
Science. "We found that young children seem to learn not very much from being exposed to baby
media," said Judy DeLoache, University of Virginia psychologist and study co-author.
Native Language in Public School
Learning a second language is not always about learning foreign language. It can also be about
preserving what's been right here for generations, language at risk of being lost. In addition to offerings,
such as French or Spanish, more northern Michigan public schools and colleges are offering students the
chance to learn Anishinaabemowin, or Ojibwa. Suttons Bay lies just south of reservation land of the
Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. "I think it is important for us to recognize those
elements and to make sure they're really firmly implanted in our local culture. We can't forget what gave
rise to this area."
First Lady Michelle Obama: "When You Study Abroad, You’re Helping to Make America Stronger"
She focused on the importance of studying abroad in support of the President’s ―100,000 Strong Initiative‖
– a program that aims to increase the number of Americans who have the opportunity to study in China.
Mrs. Obama stated, ―The fact is, with every friendship you make, and every bond of trust you establish,
you are shaping the image of America projected to the rest of the world. That is so important. So when
you study abroad, you’re actually helping to make America stronger. And these experiences also set the
stage for young people all over the world to come together and work together to make our world stronger,
because make no mistake about it, whether it’s climate change or terrorism, economic recovery or the
spread of nuclear weapons, for the U.S. and China, the defining challenges of our time are shared
challenges. Neither of our countries can confront these alone. The only way forward, the only way to
solve these problems, is by working together.‖

